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The Healer

This scenario is based on the Praedor setting by Petri Hiltunen and Ville Vuorela.

Story of a healer of adventurers.

Jaconia is a round shard of a world. A tiny part of what once was a great supercivilization called
Borvaria. But they used too much magic and the cascade of open gates to another dimensions caused
everything to come crashing down.

Only few wizards predicted the holocaust and created Jaconia through their protective magics. And
even though the wizards do not die of old age, there are none left alive of the ones who saw the
destruction.

But centuries pass and people go around their business. The wizards of Jaconia fought a civil war and
the winners decided to draw themselves from the affairs of the mortals. And at least on the surface,
the city states of Jaconia adopted mortal rulers and most of the wizards drew themselves to be
isolated in the city of Circol. They let mortals dabble with alchemy, but active use of magic was
prohibited and carried the penalty of death.

The city states evolved and nowadays they are approaching something that we would consider a
renaissance. Northern states are the strongest ones, Farrignia as the proudest member, while the
southern Jaconia is more or less lawless region of great forests and rivers. The outer edges of Jaconia
consist of a vast desert. “Desert of the Wolf”, is inhabited by the nomads of Jaconia. A mysterious
people with living tattoos and own faiths.

But Borvaria still exists. Once a proud kingdom of super-magicians but now endless ruins filled by
deadly wild magic and chaotic beasts. Since the tragedy there have been adventurers who wander
across the magical barrier to find long-lost riches and items of ancient magic. Many of them die but
some come back with a fortune. They are called Praedors.

In a strict hierarchy of Jaconian society Praedors are a caste outside of normal way of life. They are
despised and persecuted by some, and in the same time used by nobles to do their dirty work
elsewhere. Some of them have collected vast riches, but others spend it almost as quickly and end up
right in the beginning.

Grains
Borvaria is death
There is no destiny
Adventuring is corruptive
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Britius the Healer

Britius a priest of Tiraman, and his faith is often frowned upon by the more dominant priests of
Artante. But the praedors, of many who know his name and home in humble room near the great
marketplaces of Farrignia do not care. They know him as “The Healer” and what he does can't be
reproduced by the healing potions of the alchemists. He can help a man to face his past and cease
the adventuring life of praedors. An adventuring that is most often ceased by death rather than a
choice.

Traits

3 Observer of the Mind
He has an uncanny ability to observe the minds of people.

2 Priest of Tiraman
A priest of a sect known for compassion and humanity.

2 Stoic
He is not dependent on the material life.

1 City-dweller
He knows the alleyways inside and out.

Burdens

1 Troubled Past
There are things in his past.

1 Distant
It is a way he has accomplished his stoic nature.
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